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OUR MISSION
Colorado Builder is exclusively dedicated to providing Colorado’s construction and
trade professionals within the home building industry with educational content and
resources to help them grow their businesses and serve their communities.
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Colorado Builder – Built with Value!
Who we are: Colorado Builder is the only
B2B print and digital platform designed
to inspire, educate and promote products
and services to home builders, developers,
engineers, architects, designers, hardscape
and landscape professionals, remodelers,
suppliers and contractors active in Colorado’s
home building industry.
Who we reach: Colorado Builder reaches
over 4,000 statewide targeted home building
industry professionals who are top-level
decision makers and purchasing managers.

Our readers are looking to purchase the
following products and services:
BUILDER SERVICES
Architecture, design and engineering

Banking and finance
Emergency remediation services
Insurance, title and warranty
Legal
Real estate brokers, sales and marketing
Software and technology
Staffing and recruitment
Waste collection and removal
BUILDING PRODUCTS:
Brick, pavers and stone
Closets and storage
Concrete
Doors, locks and windows
Railings and stairs
Engineered wood products
Fireplaces, sound and lighting
Floor coverings
Lighting fixtures
Lumber and building materials
Roofing, siding and sealants
Water heaters and treatment systems
Waterproofing

EQUIPMENT:
Heavy equipment
Power and utility equipment
Vehicles and trailers
KITCHEN AND BATH:
Appliances
Cabinets and countertops
Faucets, sinks, showers and tubs
Hardware
OUTDOOR LIVING:
Decking and railings
Fences
Fire pits, fans and patio heaters
Gazebos, pergolas and awnings
Growers and wholesale nurseries
Hardscapes, landscaping materials and supplies
Masonry
Outdoor kitchens, lighting and sound
Water features
SMART HOME TECH:
Home automation
Lighting control
Security systems
…and more!

Colorado Builder magazine has been and continues to be a pivotal marketing channel
to share education, news, and advertising for our Colorado construction industry!
— S. Robert August, President, North Star Synergies, Inc.
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Colorado Builder – Editorial Planner
Winter 2022

Product/equipment focus

Charitable giving
Flooring

Spring 2022
Main focus

Labor

On topic

Finding skilled construction labor
is still a struggle for builders.
Where will the next generation of
construction labor come from, and
what are they looking for?

Additional content

Design trends

Product/equipment focus

Framing systems

GIVING BACK

BY AUDREE GRUBESIC

BY DANIELLE ANDRUS

Offsite construction for onsite safety
Modular building can help reduce risks on jobsites
ONE OF THE BIGGEST areas of concern for all contractors and builders is
safety on the construction site. Crews
and team members are the backbone of
companies’ success, and making sure the
team is safe on the jobsite is always a priority. There are big advantages for safety
on offsite construction projects.
One in five worker deaths in 2018 were in
construction, according to OSHA. The “Fatal Four”—falls, collisions with objects, electrocution and getting caught in or between
equipment—were responsible for more than
half of deaths on construction jobsites, according to OSHA’s analysis of BLS data. The
agency estimates that eliminating those
four risks “would save 591 workers’ lives in
America every year.”
These are staggering facts our industry is facing, and improving safety
measures is a must. For example, when
framing a traditional building, there are
many concerns like blocking a wall, falls
or being struck by an object. Offsite
construction projects reduce the risk of
these accidents because the modules or
prefab components are put in place as a
completed structure. Having a completed
module limits unsafe environmental conditions, along with having fewer materials onsite to get in workers’ way.
A McGraw-Hill Construction report,
“Prefabrication and Modularization: Increasing Productivity in the Construction
Industry,” reveals that industry professionals are realizing the benefit of reduced injuries in offsite construction. Over one-third
of respondents said they believe modular
building and prefabrication improve jobsite safety, and 58% of current users say
project safety improvements are a factor in
their continued use.
Prefabricated structures and the duplicatable build process allow crews to understand what’s expected. Team members
can finish projects more efficiently and re-

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
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Additional content

THE SYSTEMS BUILDER

SMART HOME TECH

Build something great™

CONTROL PANELS

LOCKS

Control4
The Smart Home OS3 system from Control4 connects all of a homeowner’s smart devices so
they can be controlled through one interface. Homeowners can set favorite devices or rooms,
or look at devices by category, such as comfort or security.

A new referral platform aims to help contractors grow their business and give back to their communities

Homeowners can set up automations that undertake
a series of action with one touch, and control the
platform remotely.

• Landscape Supplies

Control4’s platform can connect multiple systems
in a home, including security, lighting, heating and
cooling, and audio and visual. Homes with two control panels can use them as an intercom.
For more information, visit control4.com.

LIGHTING
Brilliant
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Summer 2020

Brilliant’s Smart Dimmer
Switch combines touch,
voice and motion-sensing
control for an integrated
lighting system. The system
works with traditional and
smart light bulbs, and can
be controlled remotely
from an app.
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average project cost for that trade.’

contractors, so he decided to build one. He
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Offsite construction is a growing interest for many construction leaders due to
the simple factors of improvements on the
project and limiting hospital visits. Safety
is the priority and with this process, the
benefits are measurable and profitable. If
we save one person’s life or minimize their
risk of injury, changing to this form of construction is worth it.

Audree Grubesic is owner of Modular Sure Site, a general contractor on
modular homes, and president of Connect Home Builders, a licensed modular
home builder. She can be reached at audree@modularsuresite.com.
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Having a completed module limits unsafe
environmental conditions, along with having fewer
materials onsite to get in workers’ way.
duce the amount of time on site. From the
management end, a superintendent has
a smaller group of people to manage, and
can assist in getting inspections completed in a timely manner. The HVAC contractor, plumber and electrician do not have to
run lines throughout the building, limiting
hazards and material waste, and improving the quality of their work.

COLORADO’S PREMIER

BuildingMATERIALS
a networkSUPPLIER
of success
Photo: Schlage

What strategies are builders using
to grow their businesses and gain
new clients? What do today’s
homebuyers expect from builders
and contractors?

For more
schlage.com.
niceinformation,
give-back visit
model
and just be

For more information

different,” he said. He started working with a
consultant on a business plan that could
do more than just connect contractors
with customers.
“The more we talked about it,” Johnson explained, the more they realized that
nonprofits “have an audience that is typically vulnerable or at risk. We’re curating a
hand-picked list of really good contractors,
please and
callwe can make them accessible; put
them into a pool, so to speak, where if your

720.340.8978

www.coloradomaterialsinc.com

Photo: Yale

On topic

Colorado Builder Print Publication
Columns and Departments
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Business Development
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Main focus

of their integrity and honesty and professionalism.”
Johnson decided that WallysList would
donate 20% of fees charged to local nonprofits. Another 5% is set aside for a scholarship for students interested in trade
schools.
WallysList doesn’t charge contractors a
referral fee. Instead, contractors who successfully bid for a job with a client pay a
flat rate based on the average project cost
for that trade. That ranges from $5 for jobs
like sewer scoping or radon testing to $250
for jobs like roofing.
“I’m not greedy; I’m not trying to become a billionaire off of this,” he said.

Colorado Builder

52

“What I want to do is just say, ‘You’re a
painter—whether you charged $300 for
the job or you charged $25,000 for the job,
it’s $30, period.’”
Johnson said he’s also not shopping
those leads out to a bunch of different contractors. “That goes back to how we give
value to the contractors. We don’t change
you for a lead and then sell it to 10 other
contractors,” he said.
WallysList launched in late January with
30 to 40 contractors. Johnson said he’s
operating with a business plan that’s “1
inch wide,” with most leads coming from
charities, “but our whole business plan is
probably 6 feet wide.” He aims to add to a
business-to-business function in the near
future, as well as an education platform.

Spring 2020

Yale

The dimmer switch
is touch-sensitive for
dimming control, with
touch-anywhere on/off functionality. It can be
customized to control non-lighting devices, like blinds or volume of audio devices.
Homeowners can create “scenes,” automated
lighting scenarios that can be selected with a
double tap.

Photos: Brilliant

The switch requires a Brilliant Control panel
to operate, and can control single pole or
multiway lights.

Yale’s Pro SL is a key-free lock that integrates with smart home and alarm systems
that use Z-Wave Plus wireless protocol,
such as ADT, Honeywell and Ring. The
keypad is a backlit touchscreen to prevent
numbers wearing off. Homeowners can
create up to 250 unique access codes.

The beauty of stone, the simplicity of siding.™

The lock is powered by AA batteries,
and includes a nine-volt battery terminal
below the keypad to prevent lockouts.
It is available in brass, bronze and satin
nickel finishes.

Boral Versetta Stone® is a mortarless stone veneer with a unique, panelized design that
is installed with mechanical fasteners, allowing carpenters and contractors to recreate
the beauty and craftsmanship of authentic stone masonry using nails or screws. From
new construction to remodeling, exterior walls to stunning interiors, Boral Versetta
Stone® adds the detail of traditional stone masonry with a modern installation method,
offering the beauty of stone with the simplicity of siding.

Pro SL was designed for professional
nstallers and is available at security
wholesale centers.

Made in USA

For more information, visit yalehome.com.

For more information, visit brilliant.tech.

1.888.9BORAL9 | www.VersettaStone.com
Colorado Builder
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Spring 2020

Affordable Housing - Challenges and ideas to increasing
affordable and attainable housing
Giving Back - Sharing stories about the good
works builders do outside their businesses
Green Builder - Sustainability and environmentally
conscious building trends and products
In the Dirt - Tips and strategies for outdoor living projects

Summer 2022
Main focus

Universal Design

On topic

Universal design principles help
builders design homes that are
safe and comfortable for owners
throughout their lives. What are
the latest trends in accessible,
safe homes?

Additional content

Technology

Product/equipment focus

Appliances

Inside Real Estate - A look at what’s happening in real
estate and what it means for builders
Labor & Litigation - Latest news on legislation and
regulations that could affect builders in Colorado
News - State and national news, company
announcements and market/industry updates
Now Trending – New trends in design or consumer
behavior
Product Spotlight - A look at new or popular products in
the market
Safe Site – Best practices for protecting workers and
businesses

Fall 2022
Main focus

Affordable Housing

On topic

Shifting population and housing
trends have changed the real
estate landscape. What does
that mean for affordable housing
in Colorado?

Additional content

Safety

Product/equipment focus

Equipment

Tax Talk – Tips to help builders and contractors comply
with tax obligations
Tech Tools - Latest advances in construction technology,
including autonomous vehicles, survey drones, software
and other tools that help builders in their business and at
the jobsite
The Data Miner - Expert advice on builders’ financial
management, including accounting, tax planning,
valuation and more
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Colorado Builder – Digital Placements
Display Banner Placements
Placement

2022

Flight

Size

Upper Leaderboard

$550 monthly

30-days

728x90

Upper Medium Rectangle

$550 monthly

30-days

300x250

Lower Medium Rectangle

$450 monthly

30-days

300x250

Shared Placement eNewsletter (Midweek Break; Saturday Shortlist)
Placement

2022

Flight

Size

Upper Leaderboard

$500 monthly

4 Deployments

728x90

Left Medium Rectangle

$500 monthly

4 Deployments

300x250

Right Medium Rectangle

$450 monthly

4 Deployments

300x250

Outbound Deployments

THE WORLD
NEEDS REBELS.
THOSE WILLING TO PUSH THE BOUNDARIES
TO CHALLENGE THE STATUS QUO.

Placement

Custom HTML
Product eBlast

2022

$500

Flight

One Deployment

Fortress Building Products is built on that spirit of smarter innovation. As a
one-stop shop, we provide a complete collection of best-in-class products
for your customers. We innovate – not just to create more products, but to
craft smarter products that all work together or can stand alone. This gives
you depth of inventory, but not an over-complicated yard.

Nobody does decking like Fortress.

Plus the new site
has a new
Professionals Hub,
providing all of the
resources you need,
all in one place. We
understand what a
true partnership
looks like.
DECKING

Our co-extruded composite decking

BUILD
WITHOUT
LIMITS

and innovative capped PVC decking
are made to withstand whatever
Mother Nature throws your way. We
craft beautiful profiles that stand the
test of time.
Check Out Our

roducts

RAILING

RETHINK
THE RAIL
There's a reason Fortress is one of the
strongest brands in the railing industry.

Custom Content Placement
Placement

2022

Flight

Custom Content Package

$1,200

Custom

From commercial, code-tested products
to diverse residential railing styles,
Fortress is a category creator.

View Our
ailing Lines
vIE

*Contact publisher for full package details.
Why build a 25-year deck on a wood
frame that rots? Our Evolution steel deck
FRAMING

ROT? WE
THINK NOT.

framing and stair system is the next
evolution in decking. Discover a smarter
steel framing system designed by deck
builders, for deck builders.
View
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Colorado Builder Advertising
Opportunities and Rates
Colorado Builder: Print Ad rates (net rates)
Fall 2021
coloradobuildermag.com

Will the
COVID tech
boom last?
The industry saw three
years of tech growth in nine
months during the pandemic.
What happens next?

+

Get smart—Homes for
a new era
3 ways to use process
data to double profits

coloradobuildermag.com | Spring 2021

A DOSE OF

DIVERSITY
The pandemic created a huge pool of potential
workers who don’t know what builders have to offer

+

4-Color Process

1x

2x

4x

2-Page Spread

$4,190

$3,750

$3,300 per issue

Full Page

$2,350

$2,150

$1,925 per issue

2/3 Page

$1,925

$1,700

$1,475 per issue

1/2 Page

$1,450

$1,300

$1,200 per issue

1/3 Page

$1,325

$1,225

$1,100 per issue

Premium Positions

4x

Outside Back Cover

$2,300 per issue

Inside Front Cover

$2,300 per issue

Inside Back Cover

$2,200 per issue

Page 1 (Across from IFC)

$2,200 per issue

TOC Position

$2,200 per issue

How to give homeowners
the decks of their dreams

*All premium positions require a 4x buy

Why ‘efficient’ isn’t good
enough for builder growth

2022 Print Issue Dates
Summer 2021
coloradobuildermag.com

+

6 potential
employment
claims
caused by
COVID-19
How not
to ruin a
kitchen
remodel

DIY
GOODBYE

In a
sweltering
post-COVID
housing
market,
builders and
remodelers
are driving the
kitchen and
bath industry

Issue

Ad Close

Ad Materials Due

Mail Date

Winter 2022

Dec 17, 2021

Jan 7, 2022

Feb 4, 2022

Spring 2022

Mar 18, 2022

Mar 25, 2022

Apr 22, 2022

Summer 2022

Jun 30, 2022

Jul 8, 2022

Aug 5, 2022

Fall 2022

Sep 16, 2022

Sep 23, 2022

Oct 21, 2022

Looking for higher impact options?
3-Page Cover Gatefold
The most dominant of all positions in the print edition of Colorado Builder. This position gives
you the inside front cover that opens up to your messaging from the cover, and then 2 pages
more on the inside, for a total of 3 pages off the cover. This gives you complete dominance the
moment the building professional turns the first cover page. You have a powerful opportunity
for maximum exposure, impact and messaging to our home building audience with 3 full-pages to tell your story in a dramatic format. Investment: $3,050
Post-It Notes
Post-It notes command attention! Attach a Post-It note to your full page display advertisement, or for additional impact, place it directly on the front cover while referencing what page
your ad is on inside Colorado Builder. Investment: $1,400
Cost to produce Post-It notes not included in price.

BELLYBAND

Bellyband
Direct readers right to your ad inside Colorado Builder with a printed paper band that wraps
around the outside of the magazine. As they must be removed prior to opening the magazine,
bellybands draw an extreme amount of attention.
Investment: $2,950
coloradobuildermag.com | MEDIA PLANNER 2022
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Builder Toolbox

Colorado Builder has created the Builder Toolbox as a resource
section, highlighting top products and services available to
Colorado’s homebuilders, developers, engineers, architects,
designers, hardscape and landscape professionals, remodelers,
suppliers and contractors. This highlighted section provides
construction and trade professionals with the fastest and most
efficient way to gain access to industry tools via print and online.
Within the Builder Toolbox, you can promote a specific tool created to support Colorado’s home building industry, while getting
direct activity to your website where the tool is hosted.
Your tool will be included in each quarterly issue of Colorado
Builder magazine, as well as online within our home page and
ROS of coloradobuildermag.com. Colorado Builder will also provide ongoing social media promotion of your tool.

ToolBOX

ToolBOX

PAKARI

PAKARI

Pakari is the new and innovative wood choice. The
product begins as clear, top-grade, FSC-certified
Radiata Pine lumber. With the help of the cuttingedge technology called Thermal Modification, high
temperatures change the wood for the better. The end
result is a product that is more durable, straighter and
lighter than unmodified wood.

Pakari is the new and innovative wood choice. The
product begins as clear, top-grade, FSC-certified
Radiata Pine lumber. With the help of the cuttingedge technology called Thermal Modification, high
temperatures change the wood for the better. The end
result is a product that is more durable, straighter and
lighter than unmodified wood.

Sears Trostel Lumber & Millwork
sears-trostel.com/Pakari-Decking
sales@sears-trostel.com
(970) 482-0222

Sears Trostel Lumber & Millwork
sears-trostel.com/Pakari-Decking
sales@sears-trostel.com
(970) 482-0222

PAKARI

PAKARI

Pakari is the new and innovative wood choice. The
product begins as clear, top-grade, FSC-certified
Radiata Pine lumber. With the help of the cuttingedge technology called Thermal Modification, high
temperatures change the wood for the better. The end
result is a product that is more durable, straighter and
lighter than unmodified wood.

Pakari is the new and innovative wood choice. The
product begins as clear, top-grade, FSC-certified
Radiata Pine lumber. With the help of the cuttingedge technology called Thermal Modification, high
temperatures change the wood for the better. The end
result is a product that is more durable, straighter and
lighter than unmodified wood.

Sears Trostel Lumber & Millwork
sears-trostel.com/Pakari-Decking
sales@sears-trostel.com
(970) 482-0222

Sears Trostel Lumber & Millwork
sears-trostel.com/Pakari-Decking
sales@sears-trostel.com
(970) 482-0222

Colorado Builder
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Winter 2022

Flight: 6- or 12-month listing
6-month Builder Toolbox listing
2 issues of Colorado Builder magazine
(print and digital edition)

6-month online presence
(coloradobuildermag.com and social media)

Cost: $800

12-month online presence
(coloradobuildermag.com and social media)

Cost: $1,200

12-month Builder Toolbox listing
4 issues of Colorado Builder magazine
(print and digital edition)
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Print Specs

Materials not submitted in an acceptable format or received after the due date might be subject to production fees and/or late
fees. If you need an advertisement created, our in-house agency
can develop and design an advertisement. Call 303.502.2520 for
pricing and details.
Size
If your document is not built to the correct size, the final output
might not be what you expect. With spreads, we do not guarantee perfect alignment of type or graphics across the gutter.
Live Area
Information placed less than 0.375” from trim edge risks being
cut off and displaying incorrectly.
Preferred Format:
Adobe PDFX1A with fonts, images (CMYK @ 300 dpi) embedded with Crop Marks and Bleed if applicable.

Fonts
Send both screen and printer fonts for the ad. No PC fonts.
Please use Postscript fonts and avoid TrueType fonts.
Images
Include all of the images used in the ad. All images placed in
documents must either be TIFF or EPS file formats. Color images placed in the ad must be CMYK. Any RGB images will be
converted; allow for color variation in conversion.
Material Submissions
• Ads under 10 MB in size after compression can be provided as
an attachment via e-mail to ahamm@coloradobuildermag.com.
• Ads from 10 to 80 MB in size after compression can be
transmitted via FTP. Email ahamm@coloradobuildermag.com
for instructions.
• Ad files larger than 80 MB in size must be provided on CD.

Acceptable File Formats include:
Submit ads exactly to size. Refer to the ad size chart.
• Adobe Illustrator—CMYK, fonts converted to outlines, images
embedded

All submissions must include date submitted, issue month,
advertiser or agency name, contact name, phone number and
file names.

• Adobe Photoshop—CMYK @ 300 dpi, flattened TIFF or EPS

Miscellaneous
Colorado Builder is not responsible for errors or color
discrepancies on ads not accompanied by a proof. The
publisher and printer will not be responsible for matching
color when a color correct SWOP certified is not submitted.

• Adobe InDesign—fonts, images (CMYK @ 300dpi)
• Any ads created on a PC platform must be processed into a
PDFX1A prior to submission.

Full Page
with Bleed
Trim Size:
8.375 x10.875
Bleed:
8.625 x 11.125
Live Area:
7.625 x 10.125

Full Page
Non-Bleed

Double Page Spread
Trim Size: 16.75 x 10.875
Bleed: 17 x 11.125
Live Area: 16 x 10.125

7.625 x
10.125

Magazine Trim Size: 8.375" x 10.875"
Full Page Safety Area: 7.625" x 10.125"
Note: Text placed outside the safe area of any
Full Page ad may be cut off. Please keep text inside the safe area.
Additional sizes may be available for this publication.

2/3 Page
Vertical
4.75 x
9.625

1/3 Page
Vertical
2.25 x
9.625

1/2 Page
7.25 x 4.75

coloradobuildermag.com | MEDIA PLANNER 2022
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Editorial Submissions/Guidelines
To contribute editorial ideas and submissions, send the topic, a brief synopsis, how it
specifically affects the Colorado home building industry and contact information to
vjohnson@coloradobuildermag.com or (303) 877-6470.

Advertising information
For additional information, please contact Jody Fong at jfong@coloradobuildermag.com
or 303.502.2516.

Contact Us:
Amy Hamm, COO, Publisher
Amy has over 28 years of experience in the media industry, in both consumer and
B2B for many industries including construction, finance, healthcare, homes & lifestyles,
retirement (including Colorado Builder, 401(k) Specialist, Atlanta Homes & Lifestlyes,
Colorado Homes & Lifestlyles, Mountain Living, Seattle Homes & Lifestyles, St Louis Homes
& Lifestyles, Pittsburgh Magazine, Benefits Selling, Senior Market Advisor, Boomer Market
Advisor, Colorado Biz, Trucking Times, StrokeSmart, Health ONE, Successful Living, Colorado
Ballet, The Broadmoor, Re/Max Above Magazine). As a Colorado native, Amy loves spending
time with her husband and family outside in the beautiful mountains, that she calls home.
Amy can be reached at ahamm@coloradobuildermag.com or (303) 502-2520.

Valarie Johnson, Editor-in-Chief
Valarie has a 25-year, award-winning career as a publisher, editor and writer for local,
regional, national and international publications (including Colorado Builder, Denver
Life Magazine, CompanyWeek, Successful Living, You Can Heal Your Life Column (Hay
House Publications), ColoradoBiz, Colorado Homes and Lifestyles Magazine, HR Success,
Health ONE, Colorado Ballet, LaTeen, La Voz, El Semanario, Fitness Lifestyles, Benefits
Selling and Emerging Markets. Valarie is a Colorado native and enjoys hiking, traveling,
meditating, kayaking, yoga, reading and spending time with her husband and family. She
can be reached at vjohnson@coloradobuildermag.com or (303) 877-6470.

Jody Fong, Associate Publisher
Jody Fong is the Associate Publisher at Colorado Builder. Jody collaborates with brands
and agencies to create media solutions designed to meet our advertiser’s marketing
objectives. Her extensive experience across the media landscape in print, digital, mobile,
and social enables Jody to understand the client’s needs and provide tailored, resultsoriented marketing solutions. Jody previously worked at USA TODAY and weather.com.,
and she can be reached at jfong@coloradobuildermag.com or 303-710-2656.

303.502.2520
coloradobuildermag.com
facebook.com/coloradobuildermag

twitter.com/coloradobuilder
linkedin.com/company/colorado-builder

